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Dive, dive, dive

Monday - hot and sunny with a few clouds.

Once I’m down there (only 28 foot) the 3 foot swell just doesn’t matter anymore
it’s just awesomely beautiful with pretty fish, awesome little turtle and coral - my
sort of dive. Fortunately I have buddied up with an advanced diver who is safety
conscious, mind you he’s an airline pilot so I suppose it goes with the training.

By the end of the dive the seas getting up and there’s a cold weather front and
storm moving in. Forecasts are for mid 50’s tomorrow all the Snow Birds are
panicking, getting their long johns and anoraks out of mothballs.

Another awesome day. 

Tuesday - cold and sunny. 

The Snow Birds and the natives have been desperately searching for their
moth ridden long johns, liberty bodices and anoraks. It was nearly freezing
overnight and todays maximum was 55 F. Not too bad you may say but with the
strong wind it made it feel worse - the poor wee mites!

After an awesome start to the new year with a trip around the Everglades yesterday. I have yet another great day. We drive
into Miami Beach and I go on my first really serious dive in the ocean. Do a two tank dive out to Emerald reef South and
then North. All a bit more scary when you’re way out at sea, land hardly in sight, and with a 3 foot swell. But it’s gird your

loins time and take that giant stride in. Fortunately I remember to inflate my
BCD - always a good idea, stops you sinking straight down - and have regulator
in mouth - helps with the breathing.

Down on the reef you’re soon lost and have no idea where the boat is. Have to
pop up to surface to locate the boat. Mind you the surface swim back to the

boat is hard work and with this swell can soon make you feel sea sick. My new
watch that Wendy bought me for Christmas performs great. Another really
useful device would be a compass - really need to look into under water
navigation skills.

Meanwhile Wendy has pottered off shopping, lunch and a stroll down to Miami

beach. Fortunately the plastic
didn’t get abused.

Drive out to Key Biscayne National Park. 95% of the park is under water so there’s not a massive amount to see apart from
the usual visitors centre with informative exhibits and video. There’s also a
short walk along the coast where you get the real benefit of the wind. Very
similar to home except that it’s clear blue sky.
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Wednesday - cool and sunny. It manages to crack 68F and clear blue sky.
Thankfully the wind has dropped.

We then drive up to Miami to our suite at the Comfort Inn. Very nice if a bit pricy
compared to our Florida City Travel Lodge. However I have to admit it has
restored my faith in Travel Lodges. A very nice and comfortable suite all for $70
a night including a hot breakfast.

We’ll not bother commenting on my birthday. Best forgotten at this time of life,
body of a 62 year old, but the mind of a 16 year old.

A great tour even if 80% of the commentary was about the rich and famous, the
majority of whom I’d never heard of and didn’t care about.

Drive out to the Everglades yet again and visit the sites we missed last time,
plus we just had to do the Anhinga Walk again, so many awesome birds and
alligators. After lunch we take the back country boat tour. nearly 2 hours along

the back country waterways but
very disappointing for the birds
seen. At least we can now identify
the 3 main types of mangroves
around here. On the way out we call in at “Henry Is Here” for one of their world
famous milk shakes. It’s a good job they give you a spoon as they are more like
an ice cream than a milk shake. Judging by the number of people there you’d
think they were giving them away. They’re delicious. Probably the best milk
shakes ever and a complete meal
in their own right, all for $5. No
wonder they give you a spoon

they’re so thick.

Thursday - sunny and
temperatures starting to get back to normal - 75 F.

Early breakfast and then drive down to Coconut Grove to pick up a Big Red
Bus tour around Miami. I’m normally very cynical - I know that most will find that
hard to believe - about these but I have to say it was a great hop on / off tour all
for $35. Got to see most of the
sights with interesting commentary

- visit Downtown, South Beach, Miami Beach, Coral Gables, Coconut grove,
Little Havana. Took a free Metromover tour around Downtown - financial
district. Had lunch in South Beach amongst the art deco with all the posers at
the News Cafe - Al Capone is no longer there having his morning coffee and

newspaper. Not many blobbies
around. But there’s a geezer in a
funny hat with birthday smileys on
his sun glasses to cut down on the
number of times he needs to smile
in 2012 - what a great idea. 



Luxury evening meal of a Stag Chilli, bread and some fantastic Pinot Noire -
who says we don’t know how to live?

Friday - warm and sunny.

Again a bit disappointing in the variety of birds. Highlight of the day was a
Limpkin and Eastern Phoebe.

Brief visit to Big Cypress National Preserve. Very similar to the everglades
except it’s more of a swamp and lots of big cypress trees - hence the sensible
name. Despite popular belief the Everglades is not a swamp but a 70 mile wide
river of  grass.

Saturday - hot and sunny.

Its not very big and only been there for three years but is already forming into a reef and teeming with fish.

Dive very well organised with hot chocolate, fruit drinks and cucumber and cream cheese shell sandwiches. All very nice but

Out early to visit Shark Valley, Northern Everglades, no sharks there so not a
clue why it’s called that. Take a 2 hour Tram tour into the Everglades with a
very informative naturalist. More alligators, herons, egrets than my camera
memory stick has room for. Wendy gets very brave and poses next to a 10 foot

gator - but she wouldn’t stroke it!

Then visited Miccosukee indian village. What a rip off. The alligator tormenting
session was entertaining but why anyone would want to hold a gators mouth
open with his chin leaves me somewhat bemused! 90% of the demonstrations
just weren’t there and those that were, all two of them, consisted of a wood
carving demo that seemed to be blobby indian - of chin and alligator fame - on
his mobile, wasn’t even an iPhone and a Indian lady doing some beading who

seemed to have all the charm and enthusiasm of a cold alligator. Perhaps
these are the only two members of their tribe left? A complete waste of money
and our complaints fell on deaf ears.

 Up at the crack of dawn cooking my own waffle for breakfast then off diving.
Dive the Neptune Memorial Reef, yes it’s an underwater graveyard where you can have your ashes buried and a little
plaque put up. It’s an attempt to recreate the lost city of Atlantis with an artificial reef. Statues of lions and a Pegoda. An
underwater theme park! Only in America. 

Then go to the Emerald reef. I dived this on Monday but this bit was much
bigger and more spectacular - perhaps it’s grown. The fish and plants are just
awesome, makes birdwatching seem like a black and white kodak print
compared to a full blown iMax.



not a good idea between dives - memo to me DO NOT EAT or DRINK JUST
BEFORE OR BETWEEN DIVES. Ended the second dive speaking with Huey
and Ruth, salt water and hot chocolate don’t mix - yuk! But another awesome
experience and worth it.

Sorry no underwater camera so no original pictures.

What’s happening in America? Does no one speak English anymore? Have
the Mexicans secretly and quietly taken over the country? Just ask a simple
question and you get a look of total consternation and no reply.

In the afternoon we have a lazy time around the pool. At least we don’t have to fight for a deck chair but boy is it hot. After
90 minutes we beat a hasty retreat indoors - god bless air conditioning.
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Spanish Conquest of America

Sunday - hot (85F) and sunny.

All told a very pleasant day. Quite impressed with Miami. Very clean, pleasant and enjoyable. Not what we expected after
listening to the gloom and doom of our various American dinner partners.

It’s too late America you’ve lost the plot. Has anyone noticed that Spanish has
taken over from English? A bloodless coup! It’s incredible but no one seems to
speak English in this country anymore. I thought England was going down the
tubes but America seems to have got their already. You might as well scrap
English and go over to Spanish completely. This is where political correctness
and multi-culturalism gets you. Signs in English and Spanish are signs of the
start of the demise. Whats wrong with insisting on immigrants having to speak
English before they gain citizenship? What’s wrong with employing people who
speak English? What’s wrong with signs only in English - people might learn
English?

Whilst I’m having a rant lets get it all off my chest. 12 million illegal immigrants and a country that seems to grant citizen ship
to anyone but the British. I always thought there was a special relationship; we
helped found the country; share a common heritage; gave the country it’s
language; step up to the mark and support with our troops; fought wars
together; and we bloody well speak English. But that seems to make no
difference. Better to grant citizen ship to any of the worlds refugees, waives and
strafes, especially if they come from a country that wants your downfall. And
god forbid you should make it easy for Brits to visit or live in America. 

Anyway back to Sunday, last day in the sunshine. Get up early and drive down
to South Beach. Park up and walk up the beach and back down Ocean Drive
with a pleasant stop for iced tea. People watching; all the rich and the not so
famous; all the flash cars; all the posers; dogs in push chairs; dogs in dresses; muscle bound men taking their rats on leads

for walks - very gay. The art deco buildings are impressive but you can’t move
on the pavements in front of them for street cafes and sexy young things
propositioning you to see their wares - unfortunately nothing more than menus.

After our 3 hour stroll we drive over to Key Biscayne Village. Pick up a Subway
(foot long sandwich, $5 very lavish we sure know how to live) and eat our lunch
sat on the sea wall in Bill Baggs State Park. Watching the boats and looking at
Stilts Ville. Then carry on our lavish lunch theme with coffee and tea at the
lighthouse restaurant - yes we
really splash out $2.30. The park
and this island is lovely. Joggers;

cyclists; walkers; families barbecuing; fishing from the dock; lazing on the
beach. All very relaxing and a thoroughly pleasant place.
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Of course no day would be complete
without commenting on the more bizarre
sights. The police car parked just before
a pedestrian crossing so that you can’t
see the pedestrians - no zig zags or
even common sense here. Cyclists
ignoring traffic lights, red lights don’t
apply to them - there the same the world
over. Two identical car parks next to one
another one at $8 and one at $10, guess
which one was empty. Brilliant sunlight, 85 F and people wrapped up in scarves. And
just to prove it’s not just me that has these rants and raves, here’s Wendy’s pet hate.
Tea served with cream in it - heathens.

Monday - hot and sunny.

Then we have airport lounges where the bar closes at 18:45 and the lounge at 19:15. It begs the question as to whose
convenience the place is run for. Of course it’s me again suffering from my
usual delusion where I think I’m a customer. Lets face it airports are not into
customer service. The one saving grace on the return journey is that we don’t
encounter the Customs & Border Patrol also known for their monumental and
tireless efforts in Deterring U.S. Tourists (DUST).

Wednesday - it’s raining, it’s cold and a guy looking like Heathcliffe has just
emerged from the swirling mists so I guess we must be home - joy. On the plus
side it was welsh rarebit for tea last night and we’ve both survived the cruise
without major weight gain between us. Well one of us, despite the Pinot Noire
every night, has lost a couple of pounds - I’ll not say who - and the one of us
has gained a couple of pounds - no chocolate or biscuits from now.

It’s the day from hell. It’s the price we have to pay as recompense for such a good time and great weather. We fly back. Two
airports and all the associated crap to deal with. But it’s good to see that in the true spirit of doing everything possible to
make passengers life hell they’ve now dreamed up a way to add an extra queue to make the experience even more
unpleasant. Now you have to queue for the self check in machines; deal with the idiot machines; then queue to drop your
baggage off - this last process alone takes as long as it used to take when one
person did check in and baggage. So no saving here then, but at least it
increases the misery. 

It’s goodbye America for 4 weeks. Then we return for a proper holiday, a
months skiing followed by two weeks in Tucson and two weeks in California.
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Off On A Proper Holiday At Last

Thursday - cold but no snow yet.

Her indoors was wittling about a bit of snow forecast for today, so we drove to an airport hotel last night and had a
comfortable night and probably our last full English breakfast for 9 weeks.

It’s one of those abandon hope days. Airports, need I say more!

Wendy attacks the brandy bottle in the lounge with gusto. You’d think by now they’d know to lock it away as she comes
through the door. Now I’m not saying she was falling down drunk but she did stumble and almost fell. Lucky she was
allowed on the plane.

Virgin flight was great. Best flight we’ve had for years, 4 seats to spread out across; plied with food and drink at a
monotonous rate, but not complaining; passed on the free alcohol; crew who looked like they were enjoying their job and
smiled; they even had personalities, now thats a first. Even immigration at Las Vegas shocked us, just 20 minutes and we
had our passport stamped; photographed yet again; fingerprinted yet again; luggage collected and on our way out. It’s only 2
months since they last did it, perhaps they think we change rapidly with age! 

At the hotel by 16:00. A tad too early for bed but never mind I’ll cope, the
Hofbrau house is only a hundred yards away. But first we’ve got to cross a
major intersection with a pavement like a building site. This time it’s my turn to
fall, just 25 yards away from the nectar and not even touched a drop.
Fortunately nothing broken, could this be a litigation opportunity?

Drive up to St George and at last get to visit Snow canyon State Park for lunch
and a very pleasant hike (American speak for a walk) down Hidden Pinion
Canyon - fantastic trail. We’d been wanting to visit Snow Canyon many times
but were put off by some American who said it’s just boring black rock - typical
American philistine. It’s lovely and there’s enough hiking trails to last a week. St
George may be a strong hold infested with Mormons, but you have to say it
looks a great lifestyle city, dessert so it’s hot and sunny, with parks, cycle track,
some fantastic housing, Snow Canyon on the doorstep and Zion just 15 miles
away. It’s almost enough to make you enrol! 

72 degrees F and there we are in our winter anoraks and just to confound the locals our ski boots - at least they’re not furry
moonboots.

Friday - hot and sunny. Up at the crack of dawn to cook my own (yes I know it’s
hard to believe) breakfast - waffles, now I know I’m back! Pick up the car from
Hertz. Was supposed to be a Rav4 but got a free upgrade to a 7 seater luxury 4

wheel GMC something or other. You need a HGV license to drive it. I’m not even going to contemplate how many gallons
per mile it guzzles.
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Then visit Kolab Canyon on the western side of Zion. Wendy’s never been. It’s
an awesome 5 mile drive and just as majestic and breath taking as the main
Zion park.

After a pleasant relaxing day we stay overnight in Cedar City. Fortunately I’ve
some bottled Hofbraus left.

Saturday - overcast and cool 45F. Take a leisurely drive up the Interstate to
Park City. Some awesome scenery.

Arrive at our condo at 13:00. Carols kindly dropped off our ski’s and boots which are dutifully awaiting us. It’s home from
home to us, just right for 2 and it has 11 Meg wifi - is this what heaven is like?

As usual all this good stuff comes with a price, a trip to the supermarket. But at least we’re set up.

Lazy day and manage to catch up on a bit of work. Hope you like the snow
person just outside our door.

Did you know that the book Animal Farm by George Orwell is banned in most
Muslim countries because it’s about pigs (pork) and Miss Piggy is seen as the
very embodiment of evil - really bizarre and very worrying.

We also finally locate Smiths on Bluff Road!!!! Thankfully we don’t stop.

Sunday - awake to snow. Whoopee 4 inches and it snows all day. That’s the good news, the bad news is that my annual ski
pass only allows me to ski on weekdays so I have to wait until Monday. I’m distraught but manage to cope after yet another
of Pat Condells rants on uTube to cheer me up. 
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Hi Wendy. You look good in the photo but Tony looks a little pale & the blue hat does not suit him at all.
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Ski Deer Valley

Monday - cold, sun, cloud and some more snow.

Drive up to Deer Valley was awesome, suns out and the snows on the trees
and everywhere. Makes the world look such a beautiful place.

Meanwhile in the land of opportunity 1.5 million children have no roof over their
head and 50 million have no access to healthcare!

It’s a bugger the forgetfulness that comes with getting old. Wendy really
excelled today as she spent five minutes marauding around the condo looking
for her glasses. Really worrying part is she was actually wearing them, no I
don’t just mean they were on top of her head, she’d checked that very early on!

When you get to our age the easiest way to find something that's lost around the house is to buy a replacement.

Who said it “640K ought to be enough for anybody.”?

Meanwhile todays awesome but useless piece of information - IBM have just
managed to store one bit in just 12 atoms - it currently takes 1,000,000 atoms
to store 8 bits.

Tuesday - cold, snow and clouds.

Up at the crack of dawn for my first days skiing. 6” of badly needed fresh
powder. This year I’ve got an annual ski pass for Deer Valley, unfortunately I
can only ski weekdays.

Deer valley is aptly named. This is luxury skiing, well groomed runs; great
range of terrain; no scumboarders, in fact I doubt they even allow anyone in
with piercings, trousers round the crotch or tattoos; free over night ski storage
to save you having to carry your skis; meet and greeters unload your skis out of

the car; no queues; free transport; at least they don’t ski for you, mind you the way I’m shaping up it could be a good idea.
All for $880 which after my discount tickets works out at $41 a day. Then there are the mountain lodges spread around the
resort they are just luxury, free wifi; free newspapers, although nothing as lowbrow as USA Today; bottomless coffee cups;
immaculate toilets, sorry restrooms, no sorry lounges; roaring log fires; leather
settees; great food. This is skiing at its best.

Watched a bizarre programme last night on the house of the future. Spent £250,000 on it full of electronic gizmos and all the
latest technology. Computers controlling everything - we’re not capable of getting PC software to work reliably so what
chance does this house stand? 4 miles of cable - have they not heard of wifi? No door key just a thumb print reader - what

happens when that fails? Unbelievable!

Monday, 13 February 2012
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Lazy start to the date. Skiing from 11:00. This is the first year I’ve ever come skiing without working out at the gym
beforehand to get fit. Whilst I’m not aching, my skiing these past two days has been bloody awful. My skis are like a drunken
duck, all over the place and no control. Must do better.

Wednesday - cold, clouds, sun and snow.

Buttermilk pancakes for breakfast; skiing; 11Meg broad band - must be heaven.

Good days skiing seem to be gradually winging the battle for control over my
skis. In future I should not be so dam lazy and do the pre-ski exercises it
certainly pays off.

Great news, drinking a bottle of beer a day helps to reduce the chance of
kidney stones by 40%.  If you drink two does the chance reduce by 80%?

Thursday - cold, and sunny.

The thought of sunshine has tempted Wendy onto the slopes. We do a half days skiing. 

A good afternoons skiing together.

One day we’ll have a lift journey without the Americans moaning about Obama.
You never meet anyone who likes him. How did he ever get the job?

Politicians and diapers have one thing in common. They should both be
changed regularly, and for the same reason.

Friday - cold and very sunny.

Up at the crack of dawn and on the lifts for when they open at 09:00. It’s a busy bank holiday weekend as it’s presidents day
on Monday - mind you I don’t think any of them will be celebrating Obama, they all seem to hate him with a vengeance.

Meet Wendy for lunch on the patio watching the skiers and soaking up some
sun. Never known it so busy.

Well it’s been a great week skiing everyday and then a spot of SQL
programming each day, the joys of being a nerd. I’d forgot how much I enjoy
programming, it’s almost therapeutic. 

Skiing with Wendy teaches me control. She’s always in total control of her
skies, unlike mine which still seem to have the odd tantrums. She skies slowly, I
really struggle to ski that slow but it’s a really useful exercise in control and is
actually so much more difficult than skiing faster. 

Anyway first tracks offers all that wonderful corduroy. By 10:30 I’ve cracked off 8 major runs and am knackered. But at least
I now know what the problem is with my ragged skiing. It’s not my lack of
fitness; it’s not my anorexic skis; it’s not my blunt skis; it’s not old age. Its the
snow on the slopes. Yes, all that corduroys done me a power of good. I’ve got
control back of my skis, they’re behaving themselves, and regained my
confidence at speed. At the end of the day skiing is all about confidence.



Who said  “I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.”

Saturday - cold and sunny.

In the morning we have a pleasant 2 hour walk in the sun and snow down to Kimble Junction. Then coffee sat out on the
patio at Wholefoods with free wifi and papers. All very civilised, remains me so much of Blackburn.

In the evening we go round to Hal and Carols new place for dinner. They’ve a
fantastic house, big, all very bright and airy with lashings of real wood floors
and cupboards. A lovely meal, plenty of wine, good company and Angela was
entertaining and very well behaved. 

Carol’s lent us a couple of pair of snow shoes so we can go out into the
wilderness without sinking.

Meanwhile thought for the day “If at first you don't succeed, shouldn't you try
doing it like your wife told you?”. Although I prefer “If at first you don’t succeed,

swear and give up”.

Sunday - cold and cloudy. Forecast snow seems to have missed us.

Pots for rags - a restaurant in Utah is being sued regarding a drunk driving
fatality in that they served a guy too much alcohol and then he drove off and
killed someone in a car accident. Apparently under Utah’s dram shop statute,
bars and restaurants can be considered liable for injuries to any 3rd person
resulting from intoxication if they served alcohol to an intoxicated person, or to
the point of intoxication or impairment. But don’t fret theres a maximum of
$500,000 - bizarre, typical Utah. So does this mean being breathalysed before
being served a drink?

Better be careful about religious comments as Saudis seem to want to hang anyone guilty of blasphemy, not that there’s
anything in the Quran or Hadith about it. We seem to have moved on a tad, our last hanging for blasphemy was in 1697.

SQL programming all morning and then off looking for a new pair of skis.
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Who Cares, Who Carves

Monday - cold, sun, cloud and some more snow.

Up at crack of dawn and out so early I can park in car park 1. On the lift at 8:45
and on top of the mountain by 09:00 for the first run, on immaculate corduroy,
of the day. By 10:00 I've cracked off 6 great runs; perfect corduroy; quiet runs.
Then the hoards and their little hobbits awake and the loony’s descend on the
slopes. It's presidents day, a major bank holiday, one of the busiest days of the
year. 

Finally seem to be winning the battle over the skis. Next year must exercise
before we come away.

Back to the condo for lunch. Then we strap some tennis rackets on our shoes
and we're off out on our new snowshoes. Manage about 2 miles. Better to be
bow legged for these. Great exercise, not quite as strenuous as cross country
skiing but it is so much easier to walk. Mind you they are great on deep powder.

Is this a holiday? Seems like hard
work! 

Thought for the day:

Amateurs built the Ark.
Professionals built the Titanic!

Up on the slopes for 09:00 to
catch first corduroy tracks. Solid Mauldoon, it’s a ski run, is awesome. Have to
go back for seconds before it gets churned up. By 10:30 I’ve had my fill, but try
some free demo skis for a couple of hours.

Rossignol 88’s it’s like strapping two snow boards to your feet compared to my
anorexic carvers (83mm wide at the foot and 153mm at the tips). There
awesome, note the Americanism. I’m in complete control even on hardpack and
mini-moguls. I’d always believed it was the skier not the skis, but no the demo
shop tell me my 10 year old anorexics are 3 generations behind and it’s the skis
that make the skier. No way do I want to go back to my old skis.

Meet Wendy for lunch at the lodge and have a very interesting conversation
with a cardiac surgeon.

After a good morning skiing I escape the hoards, it's getting too crowded and
there are even queues (sorry

lines) for the lifts.

Tuesday - cloud and fresh powder over night. 

Monday, 20 February 2012
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Meanwhile the non-skiers amongst my 2 followers are probably confused by
the title of this blog. Well the skiing world, marketers, ski manufacturers, ski
posers and uncle tom cobly and all are obsessed with carved turns. What are
they. Well watch a downhill racer how he leans into his turn and carves deep
grooves in the snow and thats what it’s all about about. They’re so efficient and
speedy. Whereas skidded turns skid on the snow are inefficient, don’t create
awesome grooves but spray the snow to one side. There’s a whole industry
selling the carved turn nirvana, at great expense and no doubt massive profits -
not that I’m at all cynical. Yet, when you’re on the lift watch. The vast majority of
turns, 90% or so, are skidded. The remaining 10% are carved and are usually
going at such speed as to present a clear and present danger to the rest of us.

Wednesday - sun, cloud and quite warm - 37F.

Meanwhile I’ve been categorised as an antique on skis. Yes, the guys in the
demo yurt jokingly thought my rear entry boots were a real antique, probably
worth a $1,000, but no I’m not selling them they’re too comfortable. Then I’m
sat in the lodge enjoying a coffee and the daily paper when a guy comes up to
me and tells me that the Patagonia fleece I’m wearing is a collectors item on
eBay and would probably fetch $300. It’s 15 years old and a great fleece but
this will be on eBay by the end of the day.

Apparently it’s ash wednesday here and in typical American fashion you can
have “ashes to go” to have all your sins forgotten or whatever. They smudge an
ash sign on your forehead. I’m sure a few dollars comes into it somewhere - not
that I’m at all cynical.

I see there’s major riots in Afghanistan because the Americans have burnt some quran’s. Why? Well they were being used
to pass extremists messages on. Typical they get upset about the burning but it seems that scrawling extremist hate
messages and plans to cause death and destruction in the quran is quite acceptable and not considered desecration! As far
as I can see the only sad thing about the whole affair is that the Americans have stopped burning them and apologised.
Even Obama’s apologised.

Thursday - sunny with 4” fresh powder overnight.

Again up and at em for 09:00. Solid Mauldoon is irresistible. By 10:30 I’ve had
my fill again and its time for coffee and then try some Rossignol 83’s for a
couple of hours. Not quite as awesome as the 88s, but oh so much better than
my anorexics.

Wendy’s caught the bus down to the Outlets centre for some retail therapy.
Comes back having spent nothing as they’ve got rid of all the winter stock and
are onto summer. Mind you she does go mad in the cake shop where she has
a massive free sample of pumpkin and chocolate chip cake, enough for lunch,
and actually BUYS a bottle of water to drink with it - last of the big spenders.



Up at the crack of dawn ready for demo day. Pick up the first of my 3 chosen
demo skis, Rossignol Avenger 82 cobalt. They weigh a ton but they’re great to
ski on, really like them. Even go in search of ice to see how they perform, pretty
good, my anorexics would have been all over the place but on these I’m in
control.

Just before lunch swap onto some Salomon Enduros. They’re pretty good on
ice but over bumps and that I nearly break my teeth and pop out my boots,
they’re a very hard bumpy ride.

Give the Enduros a second chance after lunch but they’re definitely not for me.
Pick up my 3rd pair, these are Volkl 80 TPM, ready for first thing Friday.

Ski down an easy but chopped up run on the Volkl 80’s, but they have more
chatter than a 3 year old prima-donna waiting for Christmas. By the time I get to
the bottom I need some new teeth as these skis have knocked all mine loose. I
don’t think these are for me.

Only in America - never mind coffee, apparently you can now have a caffeine inhaler. Imagine the Starbucks of the future,
walk in the store, one quick sniff and no need for coffee, now that’s progress.

Friday - sun and bright blue sky, oh so blue.

Get the Rossignol Avenger 82’s back out and they are so easy and
smooth to ski on they’re a real joy. Perhaps not quite as good an
edge grip on hard pack / ice as the Volkl 80’s but good enough.
After 4 days of trials and high tech terminology such as  rockers;
auto turn rockers; extended side cut; camber; cascade tips; and
wide plate I finally have a decision. The winners are the Rossignol
Avenger 82, although the Volkl 80’s we’re a close 2nd. Not cheap
but for the first time ever I’ve had the chance to try before I buy.
Wendy’s buying me the right ski for our wedding anniversary - thank
you Wendy.

Meet Wendy for lunch down at the lodge. Have a relaxing lunch together in the sun on the patio, followed by a
couple more runs on the demo skis.

Ski helmets are a wise addition these days but they do make you look a Mr Potato head with encephalitis. But
now you see them with cameras of the top makes them look even more ridiculous, just like tele-tabbies.

Saturday - snow and cold.

Meet Wendy for lunch. She’s really got it organised. Free bus ride up to Silver Lake, mid mountain; brings sandwiches to eat
in the lodge, saves a fortune; even has a drink of free boiling water into which
she pops in one of her fruit teabags. A FOC day for her, that’s my girl.

Another hard day demo ski testing day. I give the Volkl 80 a last chance and I have to say on the smooth corduroy and thin
powder they are great, also great on hard pack / ice. But you do
have to work them hard.



Now, I’m like a child waiting to ski on my new skis. They are just so
much better than my anorexics. 3 generations of new technology

better. What to do with my 10 year old anorexics? I think I’ll donate them to the
ski museum.

Meanwhile Wendy wants to know how long these new skis will last. I think they’ll see me out, so kids you’d better get your
yellow or red probate claim sticker on them! Of course these are a very strategic purchase because now I’ll have to come
back next year, and probably for the following 9 years, to get my moneys worth. Smart move me thinks.

Sunday - cold and sunny.

Awoke to the sound of mortar fire - have the Taliban finally invaded? No they’re out blasting the avalanche danger spots.
One guy was killed by an avalanche yesterday.

Beautiful sunny, blue sky day but very cold. Go for a 3 mile walk around Quinns trails. People out cross country skiing and
walking. Nearly everyone has at least one dog and yet there’s no dog muck!

Its brass monkey weather so we picnic in the car and then drive up to Silver
Star for a coffee and hot chocolate.

Now Utah a wonderful state and generally very religious due to the
preponderance of Mormons, however Park City is a little island of secular
hedonism, in this sea of religious excess. Yet the Utah House of
Representatives has just passed House Bill 49 which makes it just fine and
dandy to tote your gun on the hip, just like the good old wild west days. And to
top it all the police cannot confront any “later day” Sundance Kid, unless they
perform an aggressive act. By which time it’s probably too late and 6 innocent
bystanders, depending on how good a shot they are, have been slaughtered.
God bless the 2nd Amendment in the home of the brave and the land of the

free!

PS

For anyone who knows Park City then you may realise that the pictures are a bit out of sequence.

Boohoo, can’t ski today unless I fork out $96. Yes that’s $96 a day
to ski. Never mind at least I don’t have to get up at 07:00, so get a
lie in, with buttermilk pancakes with bacon and maple syrup for
breakfast - is this a holiday? I get some browny points with Wendy
by taking a day off and “doing things together”. Unfortunately it’s
snowing - put down 4” so far - so we don’t get to do cross country or
snow shoeing. Never mind nip to pick up my new skis, then the
shops in Kimble Junction for a salad - a close 2nd best:->.
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Powder Skiing

Monday - cold, sun, cloud and some more snow.

Up at the crack of dawn to catch 1st tracks on my new skies. They’re awesome;
they do what I tell them; great on hardpack /ice; turn effortlessly; and by the end
of the day I’ve still got all my teeth in tact.

Meet Wendy for lunch at Snow Park Lodge.

Hal comes around just after 15:00 and we get rid of the old faulty TV and replace it with the
new 42” LG. Simples and not a single swear word.

Tuesday - snow and the odd glimmer of sun.

Up at 06:30, pick my skis up from Deer valley and then round to Hal’s. Is this really a holiday? Hal has a free buddy pass for
Park City so by 09:00 we’re in the queue for first tracks on 6” of champagne powder. It’s absolutely awesome all that fresh
powder and my new skis are great in it. Carol joins us about 09:30 and we all ski together for the morning. Wendy gives it a
miss, she doesn’t do deep powder, cold, snowing and no sun! 

Skiing with Hal is even more
gruelling than skiing with Kurt and
by 12:30 we’re both knackered and
meet Wendy for lunch and a well
deserved Pils at Silver star. Hal
certainly pushed me and the fresh
powder really makes those leg
muscles burn, but one of those
memorable powder ski days. Well
worth the effort. Hal had his GPS
tracker with him - see chart.

Amazing isn’t it. You think you’re going hell for leather and yet our top speed is only 25 mph. 2,865 calories so that should
justify a Pils  (violation of the 2nd law of retirement) and a Reubens for lunch.

Pleasant and well deserved lunch with Wendy, Hal, Carol and Angela.

It’s nice to read that in the land of the mighty $, humanity and charity can
succeed. In DEARBORN, Michigan – The plan a year ago went like this: The
menus at Panera Cares Cafe wouldn't list
prices, only suggested donations, and rather

than handing money to a clerk, customers would drop their coins and bills into donation bins
at the counter. Well a year later they’re still in business, flourishing and opening further
cafes.
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Wednesday - snowing most of the
day.

No snow overnight so I manage a
lazy start to the day. I have to go
off skiing in a howling snow storm
while Wendy toddles off to enjoy
herself at the warm and cozy
supermarket for the weekly shop.
Mens work, no wonder women live
longer!

Meanwhile small free libraries are
setting up all over America where
people have what can best
described as a small book house
outside their house - see picture.
They fill it with books and people
come along swap. Somehow can’t
see it working in the UK, some
scrot (finally learnt how to spell it)
would come along and empty it to
sell the books or just vandalise it.

The winds that strong on the
mountain that I have to push to go
downhill on some slopes. After a

couple of hours meet up with
Wendy at the Snow Park Lodge
for coffee, sat in comfy leather
settees (sorry couch), in front of a
roaring log fire with free
newspapers. Luxury, this is the
life.

Thursday - snow and cold.

We’ve had 10” of snow overnight so it’s up at crack of dawn to get first tracks. Sadly all the fresh powders been groomed
down so no deep powder on top of the runs, just lovely groomed soft corduroy but not quite as good as Tuesday. Never 
mind a great mornings skiing and the snow continues to fall. Perhaps tomorrow they may leave the powder alone.

“President you can’t”  - yes that
Obama geezer was in Detroit and
managed to sit in one of their new
eco friendly cars. He really wanted
to drive it but the secret service
wouldn’t let him. Does he not know
he’s the president, or do the secret
service run the country. Lame!



Occasionally you do end up on a lift with a genuine fruitcake. Today was one of those days. I should have known better as
these two dizzy bimbos were in the wrong queue and totally disorganised. But it gets better. Turns out one of thems coming
all the way to Suffolk for. 

Wait for it the

Now like me you probably haven’t a clue what all this is about. But in  a nutshell some aliens flew over an air base in
Rendlesham forest and neutralised all the nuclear weapons stored there. I’m amazed, that like me, you’ve never heard of it:
<). It’s a very famous case. Apparently all the papers on it have been sealed up by the government. Silly me then asked well
how do you know it happened. Deathbed confessions came into the bizarre and somewhat incoherent answer. Fortunately
the lift ride only lasts 10 minutes so I’m excused from the full verbal tirade. Just to put the whole experience into context she
was that dizzy she genuinely didn’t even know her left from her right. However if you feel compelled to find out more then
you can purchase a ticket for £40 at  http://www.spaceportuk.com/events.html

Meanwhile Wendy’s been on one of her snow walks - see tracks.

Amazing isn’t it even after 10” of new snow by 08:00 our car parks been
cleared; roads are cleared; even footpaths are cleared.

Meanwhile In Saudi Arabia the virtue and vice committee has said that Saudi
women with attractive eyes may be forced to cover them up under a new law in
the country. They have been called on to wear a full veil, or niqab, which covers
the entire face, including one eye. No wonder they won’t let them drive. There’s

obviously a big market there for black eye pads!

Friday - cold and sunny.

Very cold because someone forgot to put his body warmer on. That’s the
problem when Wendy doesn’t dress me.

Up on the slopes for 09:00 but all the fresh powders been converted to soft
corduroy. A fantastic mornings skiing. Those new skis carve and almost do the
job for you they’re effortless.

Meet Wendy for lunch at Snowpark lodge. Get warmed up with a fantastic spicy
turkey and black bean soup - gets the endorphins and sweat flowing.

Saturday - grey and cold.

At last a lie in, this is more like a holiday. Lazy morning. Phone the kids to remind them we are still alive and kicking, not
SKI’ing but still frittering away their inheritance. 

After lunch drive down to Mountain Dell park for a walk. Kids are out sledging and there’s plenty of cross country ski tracks.
Why don’t we have a sledge?

Then it’s up to the Great Harvest Bread Company for some free
giant samples of their cinnamon bread and to buy some of their
fantastic granola. They have a great mission statement and seem
to live by it.

The new skis are just awesome.

http://www.spaceportuk.com/events.html


Then more excitement as we go to Whole Foods to get a salad. 

Sunday - blue sky sunny and 37 F, break out the shorts.

Then we pop along to the Silver Star cafe, at the bottom of the ski run of the
same name, for coffee, sunbathing and people watching outside in their really
comfortable arm chairs - luxury. Sadly they serve scumboarders, but fortunately
Deer Valley don’t.

We explore ideas on why we don’t want to live in Blackburn and will probably
add this to our daily blog. I get the easy task of identifying why not, whilst Wndy
gets the short straw and has to list reason why we want to live in Blackburn -
that should give her some sleepless night.

Finally I’d like to end this weeks blog on a scientific note. A complete new
discovery on the cause of earthquakes that put’s paid to all those seismologists and scientific experts studying plate
teutonics. Yes you can pack up your probes, studies and graphs and go home. Because a lone Iranian cleric, now a strong
potential Noble laureate for science, has come up with the cause of earthquakes - “Women who wear revealing clothing and
behave promiscuously are to blame for earthquakes”. Priceless!

Watch out Clitheroe on a Saturday night as all that young, and not so young, rumpo (for those of you who didn’t grow up in
the glorious sixties it’s a totally politically incorrect term meaning birds or girls) parading around around in micro skirts and
minimal clothing in the rain and freezing cold is bound to cause at least a richter scale force 8 earthquake. Keep it up I say.

Go for a leisurely walk down the Rail trail and as you can see stop for a lavish picnic lunch on the only stylish seats provided
- a crash barrier. We sure know how to live.

Perhaps here’s just one reason why I don’t want to be in Blackburn. “A housing manager has been demoted, and his salary
slashed, after he criticised a controversial new gay rights law. Adrian Smith, a
Christian, was found guilty of gross misconduct by his publicly funded housing
association for saying that allowing gay weddings in churches was ‘an equality
too far’. He posted the comment in his own time, on his personal page on the
Facebook website, which could not be read by the general public. But after a
disciplinary hearing, he was downgraded from his £35,000-a-year managerial
job to a much less senior £21,000 post – and avoided the sack only because of
his long service.”. Yes the do gooders and loony politically correct brigade have
been let out of their ivory boxes yet again.
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Sunny Days, Spring Skiing

Monday - sun, blue sky and very warm.

Great mornings skiing but by lunch time it’s 53F and like skiing on a slush
puppy. 

Some loony bitch on ski’s crashes into me. Complains that I turned. “Well thats
what it’s all about love”. Obviously oblivious to the skiers code (bit like the
highway code, ignore it and get sued), anyone below you, eg ME, has right of
way and you should be in control. Fortunately she falls and I survive. Probably
a secret scumboarder.

Apparently the 2nd Afghan ski championships were held last week. Sounds more like an obstacle course come death wish
to me. First you have to make your way to the mountains evading the Taliban, then walk up the mountain carrying all your
gear and then you get one run down. Female competitors don’t need to don helmet and goggles as  they are skiing in their
one eyed burkas and god will protect them. Of course once they get to the bottom they’ll probably be beaten to a pulp by the
Taliban for being out alone; being in the company of men; enjoying themselves. God knows what’ll happen to them if they
win:<).

Tuesday - cold and sunny.

Wendy has her walk and then takes the free bus up to snow park to meet me
for lunch again.

Meanwhile the airports have spent Billions installing body scanners and yet a
uTube video shows you how to by pass them with just a piece of cotton, needle
and thread. Numpties the lot of them. Although, allegedly the TSA are now
introducing a pre-check programme where as long as you get a low risk score
you can pass through much easily. Lets bring in profiling, sod the loony
politically correct do gooders, you know it’s common sense. 

Wednesday - cold and snowy.

Up at crack of dawn again for first tracks. Top third of the mountain is shrouded in mist. Can be very disorientating when
you’ve no idea whats upright. Time to hug some trees, they at least know what is upright. 

With weather like this even Wendy dons her skis and we’re off.

Up at the crack of dawn to catch first tracks.
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Get back just after lunch. Wendy goes off for the weekly shop and I enjoy myself battling with Dreamweaver, trying to centre
a menu  - once a nerd always a nerd, and proud of it.

A Saudi journalist facing the death penalty for a tweet deemed to be blasphemous is reportedly to be released.
Hamza Kashgari had offended the easily offended with the tweet:
“I have loved things about you and I have hated things about you and there is a lot I don't understand about you ... I will not
pray for you”. Bizarre!

Did you know that Delta airlines can kick you off a plane if you’re barefoot, travelling in an incubator or malodorous (what a
lovely word).

Thursday - very cold but glorious blue sky day.

Up at crack of sparrows again to catch first tracks. Hard morning’s skiing, start
on Bald mountain then move onto Flagstaff mountain. By lunch time I’ve
cracked off 12 great runs on these awesome skis. No longer do I have to look
for loose snow to turn on. I turn where I want and the skis do the job no matter
what the snow conditions. They even carve easily, those lovely prized tracks in
the snow.

Visit the Lion House Pantry for some wholesome, home cooked Mormon fare,
pot roast beef and corn bread. Sadly no tea or coffee - no caffein:(.

Then we walk up to the state capitol building to visit the rotunda. Trust it to be
at the top of a hill, but being British we walk.

The highlight of the visit is a close
up view of a Bald Eagle and two Golden Eagles. Fortunately for us, but
unfortunately for them, they were not behind mesh as they had been injured.
But what magnificent birds. Alas no Roadrunner (which apparently is a member
of the Cuckoo family) nor a Pilated Woodpecker.

After lunch we go down to Salt Lake city to do the touristy thingy and I get some
browny points with Wendy.

Drive down to Liberty park and
visit the Tracy Aviary. Wendy
balks at the $7 entrance fee but I
spare no expense and we go in. Just catch a live meet the birds talk where we
get to have a talk on and Tucon’s, Red Tailed Hawk (truly magnificent) and a
Turkey Vulture. The aviary’s quite interesting but in this day and age you would
think there was a technical alternative to birds behind wire mesh, spoils the
view, spoils the photo.

Talking of Roadrunners they’re all flocking to Utah as the state legislature has



I  get a special treat for good behaviour; Bookshop, complete with Starbucks
encounter; Apple store. Truly a yuppy now having just encountered my very
first skinny vanilla latte, don’t you just love the jargon.
  
Friday - another blue sky day 47F. slush puppy after lunch, thats to ski on, just
in case you think the skinny latte had started a trend in exotic drinks.

I have a leisurely morning and arrive at 10:30. A bit crowded and obviously
better to do first tracks at 09:00 - best snow and fewer maniacs that keen.

Wendy joins me at Snow Park for lunch out on the patio.

Then its sit and enjoy the sun, people watch and enjoy the views. But it’s so hot in the sun I end up with my ski helmet on to
avoid sunburn. I didn’t think the Deer Valley set were quite ready for my knotted hanky:).

Pop down to Wholefoods for a salad. Do my good deed for the day and offer to act as witness for a car park collision. Then
when we come out I’m asked to fill in a witness statement by a 12 year old girl, armed to the teeth with a flak jacket;
automatic hand gun; taser; 3 knifes; rifle and just to be on the safe side a pump action shotgun. Fortunately she also has a
Sheriffs badge on. God knows why she’s wasting her time on a RTA with all that armoury you’d expect her to be out
shooting, stabbing or tasing some scrots.

In the land of the free the state legislature in Utah have just decided to stop sex education in schools. Heaven forbid we
should tell kids about contraception. Let them find out the hard way and get pregnant.  Could this be a Mormon influence?

Saturday - blue sky, hot and sunny.

Lazy morning. Then we drive
down Provo Canyon, spectacular
scenery, to visit Bridal Falls.
Unfortunately the park and area

near it is all closed off with dire warnings of “Do Not Stop” avalanche danger.
Drive back up the canyon and have our lavish lunch in a park come Heber
Valley train station. 

increased the bounty on a Coyote from $20 to $50. 

God bless America and especially the 2nd amendment. Now some states are
removing the need to get a gun permit. Just think how many more kids on
campus can be shot. I kid you not, but not a day goes by over here when there
isn’t something in the newspaper about yet another campus shooting - when
will they ever learn.

Then drive up to Roberts place (that’s Robert Redfords own ski resort)
Sundance. Awesome scenery, but you have to drive up a rock strewn road and we just miss a minor rockfall by seconds.



Sunday - blue sky, sun and hot.

All this sun is not doing the snow any good at all.

Lazy morning followed by lunch at Silver Star, sat outdoors in the sun relaxing
in their comfortable arm chairs. Tears running down my face as I watch the sun
turn all that lovely snow into a slush puppy. Will there be any left for my last
days skiing tomorrow?

You’ve probably noticed a sarcastic religious slant to my recent blogs. I dread
to think what would happen if Jesus, Mohamed and the rest came back and
saw what had been done in their name. I think they’d be appalled at the wealth;
hypocrisy; cruelty and violence carried out by their religious fanatics.
Remember the Pharisees - Mark 12: 38-40 (now that’s a first from this blog).

In the evening we go round to Hal and Carols for drinks and dinner. Had a great
meal, bison burgers and pizza - Hal wanted to make sure we had some
traditional American fare before we left; good wine, two excellent Pinot Noire’s;
and great company. Really enjoyed ourselves.

Have a stroll around there and a coffee on the deck. It’s shirt sleeve weather,
so hot that Wendy chickens out!

Meanwhile don’t you just love reading about these fruitcakes in Afghanistan, including President Karzai. The latest
legislation says women should not travel without a male guardian and should not mingle with strange men in places such as
schools, markets and offices. Beating one's wife is prohibited only if there is no sharia-compliant reason. Asked about the
new code at a press conference in Kabul, Karzai claimed it was in line with Islamic law and had been written in consultation
with Afghan women's groups. He did not name the groups. Just goes to show how enlightened and liberal I am, not a MCP
at all. I hope Wendy appreciates how lucky she is.

Add a Comment
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No Snow In The Desert

Monday - more sun, blue sky and very warm.

By lunch time I’m knackered and had a good mornings skiing, coffee and
newspaper. All very civilised as you’d expect from Deer Valley. 

Meet Wendy for lunch at Snow park and then we have a leisurely afternoon
people watching and enjoying the sun. Pity it’s being so cruel to the snow and
turning it to a slush puppy.

Tuesday - more sun and blue sky.

Breakfast and then we’re off for the 430 mile drive down to Las Vegas, AKA Sodom and Gomorrah. We’re staying at the
Comfort Inn near Sunset Station, looks like the casino for those on social! Hotels very comfortable and nicer than our normal
one on Paradise although it’s a bit further away from the airport, but definitely a preferred choice.

No Taco Bell in sight but there was a Del Taco. Taco Bell watch out their Burritos
are much better and it seemed cheaper.

Wednesday - hot and sunny, but what else can you expect it’s Las Vegas.

Welcome to International Day of Action to Defend Blasphemers and Apostates -
god bless them.

Drive around to Hertz to swap our gas guzzling tank (16 mpg) for a smaller car as
planned. Cars there waiting but I call in to ensure they’ve not screwed up with my
two hires and no return at mid point. Twenty minutes later, and two worn out
keyboards later, the nice lady’s sorted it.

Have a nice virgin white Toyota Corolla. Tempted to upgrade to a Mustang open top sports, only $10 a day extra, but only
does 19mpg. Put temptation behind me and common sense rules the day - boring.

It’s my last days skiing, so its up at the crack of dawn for first tracks.
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Then it’s a 400 mile drive down to
our next destination. The picture on
the left of the Sagaura cactus is a
clue to our destination. At least
we’ve not driven most of this route
before so it’s not too boring. Then we
encounter Sunshine City. I think the
Mayor there owns a Traffic Light
business. There’s a 3 lane highway
into it with traffic lights every 200
yards and you get a 5 minute sabbatical at each.

Thursday - hot and sunny 84F.

Unfortunately the fridge / freezer
has packed up. It still makes
noise, lights work and it dispenses
water. But apart from that its about

as much use as a chocolate fire guard. Get it, warm fridge / melting chocolate,
never mind. Jane our distant host is frantically sorting out a replacement and
miraculously manages to arrange one for delivery tomorrow.

Finally get down to, yes you guessed it, Tucson. Just miss a 5 car pile up as we
exit the Interstate onto Grants Avenue. 2 seconds earlier and we’d have been in
it. Fortunately we manage to get past it all before the Sheriff, highway patrol,
police and blood wagons arrive.

Arrive at our Home Exchange at Sabino Springs around 17:30. It’s beautiful,
backs onto the golf course and is a real home away from home. Gated

community, all very posh. 

Our new home from homes lovely.
Complete with patio and the
obligatory barbecue big enough to
cook a Mountain Lion on -
apparently they roam around
these parts, but fear not there is a
leaflet explaining what to do in
case of an encounter. Front door is of this amazing wood, looks like rough
finished red pine. Kitchen is complete with an electric kettle. This is a first in all
our 20+ years American travels, not just a microwave, not just a pan, not just a
whistling kettle but a fully fledged electric kettle complete with automatic switch
off. Civilisation arrives in the colonies at last.



Meanwhile we get to appreciate what life must have been like when I was a kid
and we had no fridge. You don’t starve but it does limit your options, especially
when it’s 84F outside - thank god for air con.

Have a walk over to the club house. We stand out like a scumboarder at Deer
Valley. A guy on a golf cart kindly pulls up and asks us if he can give us a lift.
“No, thanks very much, we’ve got legs. Don’t worry we’re English and tend to
go in for these extreme sports like walking”. 

Then the fun begins we get back to the house ready for an exciting trip to the
supermarket. Cars dead as a Dodo. Ring Mr Hertz. Someone will be with you
within the hour - sounds impressive. 3 hours later, many phone calls and more
broken promises than a politician, AAA man turns up. It’s not a typing error, but
don’t forget we’re in America where its all bigger. So we have the AA they have
the AAA. Computer says “battery not too good”. Gets us started so that we can 
drive over to Tucson airport to swap car, to avoid risk of repeat.

Not all bad, spotted 4 new birds today. Perhaps a Road Runner tomorrow!

Friday - hot and sunny 86F.

Fridge being delivered this afternoon so we’re having a lazy day.

Apparently everyone here drives around in a lazy mobile because they have to
complete a round in 4.5 hours - club rule - and its a bit hilly, high altitude (try
Park City, 8,000 feet and they walk). Come on! 4.5 hours to walk round a golf

course belting hell out of some elastic bands swathed in plastic. Anyway whats wrong with jogging or running - even better

Wendy has lunch at the club house. Lovely setting with lake and waterfall. But
you know no one, especially not the golfers, walks they all zip around on their buggies. I know it’s a tad warm, but surely
they could manage a little exertion.

Then we had that classic American moment when the mechanic asked us “Can
you drive to here from England”. Wendy and I both resisted the classic
response - originally attributed to Dylan Lyons - “No we came in the tunnel”. 
Now our friendly mechanic did not appear thick so I can only assume that
Geography is not on the curriculum in American schools or perhaps the British
Empire has finally vanished to insignificance.

Given the trouble with the battery we get yet another free upgrade and free tank
of petrol. 1st car replacement / upgrade, stunk like an ashtray; 2nd car is an
upgrade on the 1st, this had a flat tyre; 3rd car was fine, by which time we'd
upgraded to nearly anything we wanted, but they wouldn't let me have the
Camero:(.

Set off for a walk around the golf
course on the road provided.
There’s only us walking and bird
watching, that is until geezer in cart comes up and asks us to leave - despite
the sign saying for “members and guests”. Perhaps it should say for “members
and guests with carts, who are too lazy to walk”. They do say that golf spoils a
good walk but here it spoils a good drive. 



exercise:<).

Fridge arrives. Guys have been paid to install and take the old one away and
sure enough they do the lot and deliver within their two hour time frame
promised - well a bit early. Very efficient, pleasant and not a moan between
them. 
Now in the UK they’d expect to drop the new one off on the roadside; pick up
the old one from the roadside; and expect you to stay in for two days waiting for
them - day one being broken promise /pathetic excuse day and day two
because they couldn’t possibly be expected to plan their deliveries. Ask them
why and they list 58 reasons why they can’t:
    Come in the house - not insured.
    Disconnect - its up to you. You need an electrician and plumber.
    Connect - thats up to you. See disconnect.
    Carry in - too heavy we might hurt ourselves.

    Lift onto or off pavement - see carry in.
    But we paid for disconnect, removal and install - see weasel words
concerning heavy items; road level; electric shocks etc. 

Now we’re cool it’s off to the supermarket. Very civilised I go to the cafe next
door and sit outside, in the shade, with bottomless coffee and free wifi. I can
see me doing this at Asda:<). 

07:00 woken by the usual wonderful cacophony of bird and wildlife noises. It’s a
feast of different birds out there. Breakfast on the patio again, complete with
binoculars, camera and bird iPhone app. Some of the birds you can’t see but
can certainly hear, and others are so small you wouldn’t believe they could
make so much noise. It’s a pleasant change from France where it’s always a
lone pigeon or cockerel at about 05:00.

Sunday - cold and raining. Well when I say cold it’s a relative term. To us it seems ok and we’re still in shorts but the local
have either gone to ground or are wondering around in Arctic gear. No one on the golf course. But then again you wouldn’t
expect them to brave such weather in their lazy mobiles.

Don’t you just love American ingenuity - Self service dog wash.

I’ve got a load of work needs doing so todays a welcome opportunity to get on with it and earn some money at the same

   Carry out - see carry in.

Saturday - hot and sunny again.

Go down to Tucson old town -
what there is of it. Everybody is
wandering around in bright green. It’s the St Patricks day parade. Watch the
parade and then have a wander around. Somehow we always manage to bump
into a parade in America - perhaps they have one every weekend.

Then we drive out to Old Tucson Studios. It’s a Western film set where they
filmed, and still do film, many great Westerns. Plenty going on with talks,
demos, can-can girls in saloon and gunfights. All very interesting and well worth
the money - yes it’s me that said it, perhaps I’ve had a bit too much sun!



time.

As Arizona celebrates 100 years of statehood I
though I’d throw in a few useless pieces of
information:

A saguaro cactus can store up to nine tons of water.
Arizona has 3,928 mountain peaks and summits—

more mountains than any one of the other Mountain
States (Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New

Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming).

Meanwhile we have a single mother out front of the house. No sign of the
Father - typical, had his evil way and off. She is dedicatedly minding her nest.
The noise of mechanics, fridge movers and groundsmen pruning trees with
chain saws does not move her - she must have been terrified. Wendy puts
some food out for he Lets hope they hatch before we leave.
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Saguaro, Geococcyx californianus and Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus.

Monday - rain, hail and even snow up in the hills - freaky for Tucson.

Drove up to the Biosphere. By the time we got there it was a major snow storm
and we seriously thought we might have to turn back. But being hardy types -
anybody out in shorts in this weathers either hardy or mad - we ventured forth.
Within 20 minutes the sun was out and the snow had gone. However still brass
monkey weather.

Biosphere was an interesting 90
minute tour. Worth the money on
our two for one. Although I think
Wendy got a tad bored.

Tuesday - blue sky and sunny but only 55F - how will we cope.

Up at 06:00 - yes that’s before sunrise - to go round and meet Tom & Sue for a early morning walk before it gets too hot.
Well needn’t have worried about being too hot today. I have to scrape ice off the windscreen. Yes we are in the desert.

We have a pleasant walk 3 miles up and back down Sabino Canyon, being cool it’s a lovely walk. 

Has anyone noticed that toilet doors in America always, but always, have a gap
down each side so that everyone gets to see the gory details. Are these made
by a French firm - we all know how OPEN the French are when it comes to
excretion.

Then we go for Brunch. What new horizons this holidays opened up for me first it was a sexy sounding coffee at Starbucks,
buggered if I can remember what it
was called, and now its brunch.
The problem is what do you have?
Do you have a breakfasty item
from the menu or a lunch item?
Actually the Americans have got
that sorted with there fantastic
bacon, eggs, mixed with pancakes
and maple syrup. I settle for some
awesome granola almond french
toast with lashings of maple syrup

and Wendy has these giant buttermilk pancakes, the size of a frisbee, full of blueberries, bananas and chocolate chip.

After that we go up to DeGrazia Gallery in the Sun, a local art studio, fascinating. Tom then takes us down to the local
airbase to see the boneyard. There must be over a 4,000 old airplanes (click to see video) mothballed there out in the
desert. Unfortunately we don’t have our passports with us so we’re not allowed on base. Drive around the perimeter instead.
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Meanwhile I see that the BBC has finally
got some balls and done a programme
on Honour Killings in the UK. Apparently
6% of “Asian” men think it is justified.
Horrifying that there are estimated to be
some 10,000 forced marriages in Britain
every year, reckoned to be the root
cause of honour killings. Why is this
tolerated?

Wednesday - hot and sunny, in the 80’s, back to normal.

Drive to the Saguaro National Park (West). It’s on the opposite side of Tucson, so
with all the traffic lights it takes us an hour to get there. Watch the usual informative
video; drive around a loop road; do two walks in the desert amongst the millions of

Saguaro Cactus and many other varieties.

Now todays observation is on
American driving. The Americans
are such a friendly species; they’re
polite and respectful; as drivers

they’re scared witless of pedestrians and come to a grinding halt as soon they
get a glimpse of one; as pedestrians they have absolutely no road sense, and
their favourite pastime seems to be sneaking up and walking behind reversing
cars; as drivers they obey speed limits and traffic signs. But try changing lanes
in front of one and their alternate psyche seems to come to the fore; hey
someones impinging on my manhood, lets speed up; they will do anything to
carve you up; especially UTE drivers, the higher the suspension and bigger the tyres the worst they are - DICKHEADS.

Thursday - hot and sunny.

Up early to visit Saguaro National Park East. It’s just down the road only 15
minutes. 

Another video and loop drive but we’ve no time for a walk as we’re meeting
Nancy and Jerry for lunch. 

We’re pottering along the Loop road drive when Wendy shouts Geococcyx
californianus, Geococcyx californianus as you do when you see one crossing

Then visit the desert museum. Interesting raptor display of Harrison Hawks.
Amazing there we are in the midst of millions of Saguaro Cactus and some
numpties decide to block the path for 5 minutes whilst they take a picture of the
first cactus the encounter - “doh never seen one of these”.



the road. Stop the car in the middle of the road, this is a genuine emergency, and dash out with the camera but by the time
the camera warms up its disappeared. Geococcyx californianus, meaning "Californian Earth-cuckoo," is a long-legged bird in
the Cuckoo family commonly known as the Greater Roadrunner or merely Roadrunner. Thats a bucket list item ticked off. In
case you’re not sure what a Road runner looks like its the bird in the big picture. And no they don’t go beep, beep and there
was no coyote chasing (see video) it.

So you’re probably asking why so many Roadrunner photos? It’s a bucket list moment, bear with me.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJJW7EF5aVk


Some useless facts about the Roadrunner:

Roadrunners are quick enough to catch and eat rattlesnakes - see it done, (click to see video) amazing.
Roadrunners prefer walking or running and attain speeds up to 17 mph hour.
The Roadrunner is also called the Chaparral Cock.
The Roadrunner reabsorbs water from its feces before excretion.
The Roadrunner’s nasal gland eliminates excess salt, instead of using the urinary tract like most birds.
The Roadrunner is the state bird of New Mexico.

Hopefully we’ll be doing a house swap with them next year. They have a lovely
home complete with superb mountain views; patio; mountain lion sized
barbecue; hot tub; great weather. But best of all we see yet another
Roadrunner in their neighbours garden.

Meanwhile, good news, Pat Condells back on YouTube with his latest rant.

Friday - hot and sunny again, 86F.

Pleasant old western town kept very much in character; no traffic apart from stagecoaches and covered wagons; locals are
dressed in Western fashion; sheriff and gunslingers maraud the streets. Of course no visit to Tombstone would be complete
without a visit to the OK Coral and a re-enactment of the Wyatt Earp shoot out with the Clancy’s - problem is which one of
the 5 different re-enactments do you go for? Should have viewed them all on YouTube first and saved ourselves the bother.

We go for the one that’s actually at the OK Coral which also includes an history of Tombstone historama and various

Meet Nancy and Jerry for a very pleasant long lunch and then go back to their
place and meet Benson, a yorkshire terrier, all very friendly. With the hawks
and that around they have to be careful that Benson doesn’t get swooped up.
Spend a pleasant afternoon out on their patio chatting.

Up and off down to Tombstone, its 70 miles South. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yc5jkqPIS_M


exhibits. The gunfight lasts 45 minutes. You’re probably thinking how did they
manage to spin out a 30 second gun fight for 45 minutes. “Quite frankly my
dears” they just bored everyone to death.

Overall a good day, out glad we’ve
seen it but wouldn’t bother again.

Saturday - hot and sunny yet
again.

Have lunch back at the house. Where there are a couple of Campylorhynchus
brunneicapillus,Cactus Wrens the state bird of Arizona, on the patio. These are
lovely birds - see picture.

Sunday - hot and sunny with a bit of thin cloud.

Then back to the house for cleaning, leave it as we find it, and packing.

Try to get up and out early, but it’s
10:00 by the time we leave the house. Drive up to Sabino Canyon and take a
narrated tram ride up to the top and then walk the 4 miles back down. It’s a
lovely walk but by now it’s in the 80’s, thankfully we’re only walking downhill.

Then drive the 27 miles up to Mount Lemon ski area. At least its cool up there -
61F. The most Southerly ski area in the USA. I’m excited. We take a very, very

leisurely ski lift ride up to the top.
All very pleasant but I won’t be
booking a months skiing there.
Theres’s probably all of a good
hours skiing but at the speed the lift operates you probably only get one run a
day!

Meanwhile Sheikh Abdul Aziz Al-
Asheikh, the Grand Mufti
(whatever one of them is) of Saudi

Arabia, the highest official of religious law in the Sunni country, reportedly
declared this week that it is necessary to destroy all the churches in the region,
implying that no other religion besides Islam will be tolerated on the Arabian
Peninsula. (There are already no churches in Saudi Arabia). Don’t you just love
other countries approach to multi-culturism and religious tolerance:<).

Get out early and drive down the road to the top of Bear Canyon. Yet another
Roadrunner. Have a pleasant hours walk up the canyon

Why do American cars have such
clean wind screens? Because you
can pump gas without having to
hold the dam handle all the time,
so you can clean you windscreen,
read a book or do anything else

that takes your fancy. Of course in the UK they’ve removed the little gizmo that
keeps the gas flowing, we just can’t be trusted:<).



Meanwhile Dora (don’t blame me,
blame Wendy) the Morning Dove
has finally hatched two chicks (Thursday) after her long lonely vigil, and today

even left them in the nest on their own for the first time, assumedly to nip out to Walmart, social services will no doubt  be
taking them into foster care and the CSA will be seeking out the missing Father, for support payments. Wendy’s put yet
more food out for her! Miraculously Wendy’s not yet named the two chicks - see pictures.

Well we’ve had a great time in Tucson and of course we’ve seen Roadrunners.
One more bucket list item
achieved. We’ve done most of the
touristy things. We’ll be back.
Hopefully when we come back we
can do some of the more serious
hikes and take things a little
easier.
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Vineyards

Monday - hot and sunny.

Up early to set off on the 430 mile drive to San Diego. We aim to set off for 09:00. Amazing isn’t it how the time always
seems to expand to fill the gap I’m not saying who manages to fill the time:<).

It’s a long boring drive across the Sonora desert, manage to see a few more
cacti.

Pictures, out of sequence, of Nat & Pauls lovely home - our house swap for 11
days. House swaps with style.

Then it’s over a mountain range and down into San Diego.

Chris meets us at our hotel and we go out to a Mexican for dinner. Good to see
him. What a life and opportunity he’s got in the land of plenty.

Tuesday - warm and sunny, but noticeably cooler than Tucson.

Then it’s welcome to California. Stopped at the port of entry, as we’re waived
on. Then a few miles later we get a 15 minute traffic jam at a border patrol
checkpoint. This is like something you see in a post apocalyptic American film. I
think the the armed guy who we drove up to was a doctor. He asked us if we

were ok and then we drove on. Of course I really felt like saying “well I was ok
until I had to sit in this traffic jam you’ve created” - common sense got the better
of me. 

Then about 40 miles later we encounter a 20 minute traffic jam as we pass
through yet another border patrol. Fortunately we we’re waived straight through.
Mind you the truck full of Mexican looking geezers behind were not quite so
lucky. As these patrols are in fixed locations I cannot see the point. Unless of
course they work on the principle that illegal immigrants and drug traffickers are
illiterate and can’t read the warning signs. 

Hotel is ok, but wifi runs like a knackered donkey. 15 minutes to send an email.
Of course I complain and demand a refund. 60kbps is not high speed Internet.
$15 refund. This is all part of my theory of commercial evolution - “complain if
somethings wrong and they may get better, but complain and demand a refund
that hits their bottom line and they
will get better”. I see it as my moral
and social responsibility to
shareholders at large.
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Get to Nat and Pauls about 16:00.
They love all things English so it’s

a refreshing afternoon tea with apricot and pecan crumble. Their home is lovely
- see pictures above. Typical open and spacious with a massive garden and
birds galore.

Wednesday - raining to start but cleared up by lunch time.

Great day with Nat and Paul. We
got to see all the nooks and crannies we’d never have found on our own.

Meanwhile in the World of Religious fruit cakes Kuwait’s National Assembly has
a proposal that stipulates the death penalty or life imprisonment to those who
publicly insult God, or Mohammed or his wives by words, writings, drawings, or
pictures or any other means of expression in a public place or where they can
be seen or heard by those in a public arena.

Thursday - warm 65F and sunny.

Leisurely morning. Nat shows Wendy how to cook pulled pork - one of my
favourite. It’s delicious and you never see it in England.

Paul’s so friendly he speaks to everyone. He has a great saying of “There are no strangers, only people I’ve not yet met”.

Off early for the 325 mile drive to Atascadero. Stop at what must be the only
gas station in America that doesn’t accept credit cards and then tries to charge you $0.35 to use your debit card. Is this not

California? Finally find a sensible gas station that restores my faith by giving
free coffee with a tank of petrol. Mind you at $4.35 a gallon they can afford to.
Americans are squealing like stuck pigs at these prices, wait until it hits $12 a
gallon then they’ll really know reality.

Drive up a 6 - 8 lane highway most of the way in the HOV lane until we hit Los
Angeles county where it narrows down to 3 lanes and the inevitable traffic jam
of LA. Even though it’s only lunch time. Once we’re out of LA it back down quiet
freeways. 

Paul takes us on a gourmet excursion out to see the best eateries, local sights
and orientate us. Drive down to the coast and have lunch at the Moonstone

Beach, then onto Cambria, lovely coastal town we must go back to and explore.
Visit the hundreds of elephant seal on the beach. Paul points out all the good
eating places - I reckon on the basis that they’ve only lived here a year and the
number of eateries he knows he must have ate at 5 a day:). 

Do a spot of wine tasting in one of the hundreds of vineyards around here - this
area competes with Napa and Sonoma for the number of vineyards. French
wines are not a patch on these. Finally end up at the Loading Chute for dinner,
it’s a real cowboy hang out. Massive 20oz porter house steak - delicious.

Paul and I go out to lunch at Garcia’s, probably guessed by the name of it that
it’s a Mexican. Very cheap; great
food; massive Burrito; lashings of
different steam inducing spicy dips
and nachos; so much more

authentic than Taco Bells and even cheaper - I’ll be back.



After lunch Paul drives us around
some more in his sumptuous
Cadillac. End up at Avila on the
coast. Have a pleasant walk
around. I take some pictures of
sea lions and am attacked by the
male who sudden rears up out of
the sea and growls at me,
obviously the jealoussort who and
thinks I’m going to do unspeakable
things to his harem.

Apparently we had a 1.5 Earth quake last night, didn’t wake me up, and just
North of San Diego had a 3.5.  

The area around here is very much like England; very green; rolling hills and
valleys; temperature mid 60’s to mid 70’s. It’s lovely, plus it has 200+ vineyards.

Friday - warm and sunny.

While we’re left in their luxurious home for the rest of our stay. Not only is this a
house swap but Nat’s left us that much food in the fridge - that we have to eat -
its more like an all inclusive stay.

Leisurely morning and then in the afternoon we go for a stroll down Atascadero
Main Street, no one else is out doing these extreme sports.

Visit the recommended Farmers Market at Templeton. By the time we’ve
walked around we’ve had that many exotic free samples, Olive Oils of the most
interesting flavours; chocolates; fruit; sausage; cakes - we won’t need lunch. 

Then a lonely bag pipe player comes out and strikes up.

Just when you think that the World
can’t get any dafter you come across some enterprising geezer selling pet tag
silencers - just what every dog owner wants and needs:<). Mind you this was in
a pet shop in California that sold everything from push chairs for dogs; twin
push chairs for dogs; dog pyjamas and a whole range of pet biscuits that looked good enough to eat.

Drive down to San Luis Obispo and explore Downtown. Visit the Spanish
Mission that dates back to 1772. I always thought they were friendly sort so why
did they need a cannon? Followed by a lavish lunch at the Madonna Inn, the
most girly pink place you can imagine, even the toilets are extravagant - see
pictures taken without being arrested as perverts. Remember this is California. 

In the evening the next door neighbours come round to meet us. Nice people who have this friendly dog that looks like an
Irish Wolf hound.

We wave Nat and Paul off as they
drive down to LA to see their daughter. 

Saturday - cool and grey with rain in the afternoon.



Then nip to Best Buy and get a
iPad 2 16 Gig Wifi only - not for me
this time, it’s for Ross. Fortunately
we avoid most of the rain.

Get back to Atascadero and
Wendy gets her fix at Albertsons
for the weekly shop.

The Government is drawing up plans to prevent schools, hospitals, pubs and
famous sporting venues from serving halal meat secretly to customers.

The usual leisurely morning.

Afternoon drive down and explore
Paso Roles. Not a great deal there
really apart from a typical lovely
Town square, loads of restaurants,
and a sweet shop that sells every
kind of sweet you can imagine,
except for Butterscotch that is. 

Then drive onto San Miguel - no lager - just an old Spanish Mission.

Then its back to Atascadero for afternoon tea out in the sun on the patio -
lovely.

Meanwhile on TV we see “Top 20 Most Shocking - Dumb and Dumber”. Which consists of videos of people trying to smash
a table by jumping off a roof onto
it, or perhaps they were really
trying to break their necks. Then
you have the lunatic purposely
getting run over by an ice cream
van. Anything extreme to get
themselves on TV, or perhaps
they’re advocates of Obama Care
- cause they’re going the right way
to need it.

Meanwhile in multi-cultural Britain
the Government seems to be
getting some balls. Apparently UK Ministers are preparing to change the law to
ensure that meat slaughtered according to religious rules cannot be sold to
unwitting members of the public.

Sunday - warm and sunny but a bit breezy so only 65F.

I see the politically correct, multicultural fascists, have started to have an impact
even here. Its not referred to as Easter but Spring Break - give me strength!

Call in at a large shopping mall. Have a walk around the shops, must have
done a half mile but no sign of a pavement. Really not geared up for foot
passengers.



You may think this sign is at the entrance to nuclear power station or chemical works but you’d be wrong. Its the sign on the
way into the Madonna Coffee shop, a very swish Inn - see pink pictures and toilets above. Too many lawyers!
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California Dreamin

Monday - sunny and warm.

Drive down to Montana de Or state park where we go on a guided naturalist
walk. Great enthusiasm from our guide who shows all sorts of interesting plants
and life in tidal pools. 2 hour walk lasts 3 hours. Amazingly interesting from an
unpaid volunteer. 5 new birds spotted. Regrettable the rattle snakes weren’t
out.

Then drive down to Morro Bay for lunch and a walking tour.

Tuesday - sunny but only in the low 60’s.

Lovely stroll around quaint
Cambria.

Meanwhile in multi-cultural Walsall a Doctor is fighting dismissal for sending
religious emails (it contained a motivational prayer) and not to question the

thought polices ruling - how I long to get back :<).

Drive down to Cambria where
they’re having the most excitement
in the past 20 years. Some poor
old dear in her 80’s has reversed
out but hit her accelerator instead
of the brake. Rocketed back
across the road and ram’d an over
grown infinite litre UTE on the other side of the road. No one injured but 3 fire
engines; 1 highway patrol; 1 ambulance and 1 tow truck are in attendance.

The politically correct, multicultural fascist have apparently crossed the pond
and are infecting the USA with their nonsense, we drive past a “Mens Colony”,
in case you’re confused, thats a euphemism for prison. On top of this I’m
getting a niggling feeling that the PC brigade are being so niggardly (an old
Norse word verb nigla = "to fuss about small matters". It is cognate with
"niggling", meaning "petty" or "unimportant") that they are even having the book
Tom Sawyer re-written because it contains some non-PC words, and “Of Mice
& Men” is banned. The word “niggardly” is definitely under threat. Nigeria watch out. I always worry about countries that burn
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Wednesday - sunny and warm.

Drive 80 miles down to Solvang a lovely Danish town - see photos. Have
afternoon tea and Aebleskiver - very tasty.

Some good news on the religious fruit cake
front, apparently a girl aged five and an 87-
year-old woman were among almost 1,500

forced marriage victims helped by the UK’s Forced Marriage Unit in 2011, new figures
reveal. 5 and 87 - I’m opposed to ageism but thats too sick to contemplate.

Thursday - sunny and warm.

Drive down to Pismo beach. Full of youngsters on the pull. Dare I say a bit tacky. Blackpool
without the amusement park.

Escape to Avila beach. Have our lavish picnic
on the promenade (not that they knew they had
one) watching beach life and a lively game of beach volley ball. This place just
looks and feels like California. We have a coffee sat out on a pavement cafe
watching the World and their small dogs, including a pig on a lead, go by.

Friday - sunny and hot.

Relaxing day around the house and garden as Wendy tidies up and we pack.
Really nice to enjoy this lovely home, we’ve been so busy on the tourist trail.

Saturday - hot and sunny.

books, like Nazi Germany, but censorship and re-writing history, like
Communist Russia, is equally worrying. America beware!

Again the loony religious fundamentalists gobs have been engaged before their
brains caught up. Stephen Green,
leader of the Christian voice,
claims that an outbreak of mice at

a London Tesco is related to the store's sponsorship of gay pride. “Nothing has
gone right for Tesco since they decided to support Gay Pride. Their only hope
is to repent of that decision and put their trust in God”.

Garcias for a takeaway dinner
tonight. $8 for a giant pork carnitas
burrito, with lashings of spicy
sauces to go with it - see picture.
Gourmet food at its best.

7 dead and 35 injured, thats this weeks school shootout in Oakland, California.
Where will next weeks be? When will they ever learn, bless the 2nd
Amendment. I found this sign somewhat ironic. So, let me see if I have this
right, under the 2nd Amendment I can go on the beach with any weapon I
choose, including a shotgun or machine gun, but if I fancy a beer or glass of
wine on the beach then that’s illegal - pots for rags madness.

Off by 09:00 on the 408 mile drive to Las Vegas. 



With 200 miles to go we finally hit
the I15 and join the rest of America
on their Easter pilgrimage to
Sodom and Gomorrah (Las
Vegas). Unbelievable that so many
are on the way there, thank god
this is such a Christian country or
the roads would be gridlocked:<).
Will there be any room at the Inn? 
Or is it the wrong time of year for

that.

Useless road signs abound - “End of 60 MPH zone”. Doh! So whats the speed limit now? Wouldn’t just “70 MPH” have
saved some paint and been more useful. And of course there’s the bigger and better with - “Road works next 62 miles”.

Sunday - very hot and sunny.

Go for a stroll - has anyone seen a pavement, sorry sidewalk! Then lounge around the hotel and pool until lunch time. Then
its off to the airport for that long journey home.

Do we really have to go home. Last night watched Question
time where we learn that we’re returning to a lunatic asylum
(sorry the USA PC term is “State Hospital”) of a country
where there’s a petrol shortage because some jerk in
government has advised everyone to go out and fill up car
and jerry cans with petrol in case theres a tankers drivers
strike - so now their is a shortage; VAT been imposed on hot
pasties; some brainless football fan has been jailed for 56
days for making racist remarks on Twitter. Please don’t
make me go back.

Its good bye America probably for 9 months but “we’ll be
back”.

We end this blog with a picture of just one of the many highlights of the trip.
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